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Informe per als concursos d’arquitectura amb intervenció de jurat 
 
PROPOSAL 
The proposal suggests the creation of a new center of interaction between modern and 
contemporary art and society in a totally contemporary way; as a covered patio sculptures, or 
as an organization of a large supermarket, with the capacity of a football stadium. 
 
URBAN CONTINUITY 
The new Guggenheim museum will absorb the different urban pressures that links the 3 main 
sides: Port, the Tähtitorninvuoren puisto, and the urban grid. Visually, from the pedestrian roof, 
some of the landmarks are also connected to generate a system of guidance of the visitors in 
the city context. 
DECOMPRESSION CHAMBER 
The top layer is exactly halfway between the internal density of the museum and the park 
freedom. This layer is an area of low density, which makes the ideal space for some offices 
and a quiet bar (coffe-bar) overlooking the harbor.  
THE MUSEUM AS A TABLE 
The new Guggenheim will not be an exhibition center, it will be an Art center. A center where 
artistic productions are arranged in multiple formats and multiple readings. The museum is 
therefore presented as a giant table (covered) where to dispose (arrange) thousands of pieces. 
THE NEXT STEP OF CONFIGURATIONS  
Multiply the possible readings. A large public space, a large covered market where the art is 
found in exhibition formats,  in concerts, in meetings, in parties, in sports events... The formats 
possibilities. Overlapping orders. A zapping structure. Never the same route, and the same 
gaze. 
OPERATING BANDS 
To be able to provide the maximum freedom of formats, we must be radically strict with a totally 
rigid structure of some of the supports. Structure, mechanical and some technical and 
operational services should be clearly defined and static in order to leave the maximum use 
flexibility to the public space of the museum. The “hardware” of the museum, and the one that 
allows multiple configurations of the rest. 
ORGANIZATIONAL SECTION  
These organizational stripes are also structured in section. On these compressed sections, art 
storages, offices, kitchens, bar and restaurant, communication systems, bathrooms... are 
located; the more enclosed and controlled parts.  
 
INCURSIONS OF CLOSED TRANSPARENCY 
These stripes contain more enclosed programs, but not opaque programs. Thus, these bands 
appear as a protected incursions into the public space of the museum. Small gems in process, 
raw, that allow to be seen.The public can view the art museum storages, cataloging systems ... 
while walking around the museum.  
CONSTRUCTIVE PROTOCOLS 
The construction of the new museum will be develop in two parallel lines. To build with 
prefabricated systems designed for large industrial buildings, and the use of elements of the 
Finnish construction. It is a combination of Prefabricated steel structures and Cross Laminated 
Timber, two materials that will allow in the future to close the life cycle of the material.  
ENERGETIC OPPORTUNITY 
The building will be minimally dependent on external energy resources, to take on Swiss 
Minergie levels to become a leader museum in sustainable energy in Europe 
The light control through a 90% natural lighting on exhibition rooms and workspaces.  
And the thermal control from large inertia surfaces on the roof and facades, and an underfloor 
heating system with geothermal properties, combined with high insulating capacity of all 
exterior facades.  
 
http://designguggenheimhelsinki.org/ 
 
Altres consideracions  que vulgueu aportar i que facilitin la valoració del projecte 
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